
Breaking It Down: Kevin White's Journey from
Top Recruit to NFL Bust
Kevin White was once considered one of the most promising wide
receivers in college football. The former five-star recruit from Morgantown,
West Virginia, had a standout career with the West Virginia Mountaineers,
setting school records for receiving yards and touchdowns. In 2015, he was
selected by the Chicago Bears with the No. 7 overall pick in the NFL Draft.
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But White's NFL career has been a major disappointment. Injuries have
derailed his progress, and he has been unable to live up to the
expectations that came with being a top-10 draft pick. In five seasons with
the Bears, he has played in just 14 games and has caught only 21 passes
for 283 yards and two touchdowns.

What went wrong for Kevin White? Was he simply unlucky with injuries? Or
were there other factors that contributed to his downfall?

A Troubled Start to His NFL Career
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White's NFL career got off to a rocky start when he suffered a stress
fracture in his shin during training camp in 2015. The injury kept him out of
action for the entire season.

In 2016, White finally made his NFL debut, but he played in only four
games before suffering a season-ending ankle injury. The following year, he
played in 10 games, but he was hampered by injuries to his hamstring and
shoulder.

In 2018, White played in all 16 games for the first time in his career.
However, he was still not the same player he was in college. He finished
the season with just 25 receptions for 309 yards and two touchdowns.

Injuries Take Their Toll

Injuries have been the biggest obstacle to White's NFL career. He has
suffered a variety of injuries, including stress fractures, ankle sprains,
hamstring strains, and shoulder dislocations. These injuries have prevented
him from staying on the field and developing as a player.

White's injury problems are likely due to a combination of factors, including
his size, speed, and playing style. At 6'3" and 215 pounds, White is a big
target for opposing defenders. He is also a fast and physical receiver who
is not afraid to go over the middle. This combination of size, speed, and
physicality makes him more susceptible to injuries.

Other Factors That Contributed to White's Downfall

In addition to injuries, there are other factors that have contributed to
White's downfall. One factor is the Bears' quarterback situation. White has



played with a number of different quarterbacks during his time in Chicago,
and none of them have been able to consistently get him the ball.

Another factor is the Bears' offensive scheme. The Bears have not always
used White to his full potential. He is a big, physical receiver who is best
suited for playing in the slot or as an outside receiver. However, the Bears
have often used him as a deep threat, which is not his strength.

The Future of Kevin White

The future of Kevin White is uncertain. He is entering the final year of his
contract with the Bears, and it is unclear if the team will re-sign him. White
is still only 28 years old, so he has time to turn his career around. However,
he will need to stay healthy and find a team that can use him to his full
potential.

White's story is a cautionary tale about the dangers of injuries in the NFL. It
is also a reminder that even the most talented players can struggle to
succeed in the NFL.
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Unveiling the Enchanting Legends of Emelina
Grace and Lady Igraine: A Tale of Love, Magic,
and Timelessness
Emelina Grace: The Enchanted Forest Nymph In the depths of an
ancient and mystical forest, where sunlight filtered through emerald
leaves,...

What If Vietnam Never Happened: Foresight
and Hindsight in Graham Greene's The Quiet
American
Published in 1955, Graham Greene's The Quiet American is considered
a masterpiece of 20th-century literature. The story follows Thomas
Fowler, a middle-aged British journalist,...
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